
Denver Group Council Meeting Minutes – March 12th, 2014 

In Attendance: Jeff Flax; Marty Billings; Dave Hutchison; Sandy McRae; Alex Petre;  Valerie Walker; 

Roger Wendell  Absent:  Neil Schliemann; Kevin Schaal  

Guests:  Linda Lawson – Chair of Denver Group Safety and Leadership Committee; Matt Biscan – BMS 

Instructor;  Bill Haneghan – BMS Director; Lynne Petre – Denver Group Member 

 

1. Call to Order:  Jeff called the meeting to order at 6:30 pm. 

 

2. Approval of Minutes:  Roger motioned to approve minutes and the motion passed. 

 

3. Budget and Finance: Neil was unable to obtain budget information from state in time to make a 

budget update this month.  It will be included in the April budget update. 

4. New Tech Section and Schools:  Bill Haneghan and Matt Biscan  

 Bill gave some background on BMS and Rock School overlap.  Currently the majority of the 

Basic Rock curriculum is taught in Basic Mountaineering School. So this is an effort to 

streamline the curriculum and prevent overlap between all of the technical schools. 

 Bill is exploring moving BMS to a modular model within the new “tech” section and he 

would like the BMS committee to then morph into a “tech” committee. 

 The following is an example of the type of classes/progression that would be available for 

BMS students under a modular BMS: 

o Climbing 101 - Pre-Req for (Rock 101, Ice 101, Snow 101 etc.) 

o Then 201, 301, etc. 

If a student does not want to complete all of the required classes for a BMS graduation, then 

they can just take the classes in an “a la carte” fashion. 

 Bill and Matt are going to meet with the Boulder group to find out what the challenges and 

successes of the Boulder school’s modular system have been. 

 Procedurally Bill will need to have curriculums and budgets approved for the new structure. 

 Cost in total to the student will probably be more than under the current BMS structure due 

to more classes being offered.  The current cost for BMS for DG members is $325. 

 Matt B. spoke to the strengths of the current BMS structure :   

o It emphasizes trip planning. 

o It exposes students to group dynamics since they complete the course with one group. 

o It emphasizes problem solving as a group. 

o Students are more likely to meet lifelong friends and climbing partners by building trust 

with classmates throughout the duration of the course. 

o It is easier to standardize skills across the class. 

 A possible solution to keep these benefits is to offer the traditional BMS (current structure) 

every other year. 

 

 



5. Trip and Member Classification: 

Denver Group is the only group that classifies hikers.  Dave H. presented a series of purposes for 

why Denver Group classifies hikers, and how the current system meets and does not meet those 

purposes.  Dave’s PowerPoint is attached as Exhibit A.  It was proposed based on Dave’s analysis 

that the hike classification be kept in place, but that a member is not prevented from signing up 

for a trip due to not having a classification.  Schools can still require a hike classification as a pre-

requisite.  It was acknowledged that this may put more of a burden on trip leaders due to any 

member being able to sign up for their hike regardless of the member’s hiker classification.  

Therefore the next steps are being taken prior to any a final decision on the matter: 

o For the Thursday, April 24th Trip Leader gathering Dave H. will put together talking 

points for the trip leaders so that he can get feedback on the proposed changes.  Linda 

suggested bringing up the topic via the “chat tables” and also possibly putting 

something in the evaluation that is distributed at the end of the night. 

o DGC representatives will speak with Brenda Porter to further drill into the reasons for 

membership attrition due to discontent with the hiker classification system. 

 

6. AIARE Instructor Reimbursements 

Linda stated that a big hurdle for retaining and recruiting instructors for AIARE is that instructors 

are required to be at Berthoud Pass very late on Saturday evening (sometimes till 9pm) during 

the course, then be back again on Sunday very early.  Additionally, the amount of mileage to go 

back and forth from Berthoud pass twice during the course of the weekend is also a hindrance 

for retaining instructors.   The solution that Linda proposed was to reimburse instructors for 

mileage to and from Denver and also pay for their lodging on Saturday night.  After a discussion 

it was decided that reimbursing instructors for mileage would be inconsistent due to the fact 

that many other volunteers within the club drive long distances without being reimbursed.  

Additionally, volunteer mileage is tax deductible.  Therefore the DGC thought it was not 

appropriate to do a mileage reimbursement, but was supportive of the school providing lodging 

Saturday night so that instructors do not have to drive back to Denver then return early on 

Sunday.  This would be considered a cost of the school and as long as the school still returns the 

required percentage of revenue to the Denver Group then this would not be an issue. 

 

Dave H. motioned to approve lodging for instructors as a valid school expense as long as the 

school returns the required percentage of revenue to Denver Group.  Valerie seconded and the 

motion passed. 

 

7. Membership for the Editors of the Mile High Mountaineer 

As a way to make the volunteer position of editor of the MHM more attractive, Linda proposed 

that the editors receive a free annual CMC membership. 

Roger motioned that two CMC memberships are authorized as part of the expenses for the 

MHM.   Valerie seconded and the motion passed. 

 

8. Social Media:  Lynne Petre presented a Social Media plan for the Denver Group – It is attached 

as Exhibit B.  



  

9. Snacks:  Roger will bring snacks for the April meeting. 

 

10. Adjournment:  Council was adjourned at 9:00 pm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cc:  Two attachments.  Exhibit A and Exhibit B 



 

Exhibit A – Hiker Classification PowerPoint 

Today

• The DG Hiker Classification System

• The purpose of hiker classification

• How well does the DG Hiker Classification System 
accomplish the purpose?

• Can the System be improved?

 

Denver Group Hiker Classification
Classification 

(Note 1)
Hiking Requirement
(Note 2)

DG School Requirement
(Note 3)

Other Requirements

A None None None

B
Complete two B hikes (with 
different trip leaders), one of 
which must be a Difficult B hike

None None

C
Complete two C hikes (with 
different trip leaders), one of 
which must be a Difficult C hike

Complete WTS or BKPS 
within the last three years None

D
Complete two D hikes (with 
different trip leaders), one of 
which must be a Difficult D hike

Complete BMS within the 
last three years

First Aid certification or 
equivalent

Note 1: From hikingdenver.net: “Classification is current for five years. If you have not taken trips at or above a 
classification or if your membership has lapsed for five years, you may be required to demonstrate ability and 
skill before your classification is revalidated.”

Note 2: For classification purposes, a higher-level activity can substitute for a lower level activity. For example, 
any C hike can substitute for a Difficult B hike.

Note 3: The school requirement is waiverable by the school director. The three-year requirement was 
approved by the DGC.

 

Purpose of Hiker Classification

• Primary Purposes

– So trip leaders can reliably assess whether participants 
have the physical endurance to complete their hike.

– So trip leaders can reliably asses whether participants have 
the backcountry skills needed in case something goes 
wrong on their hike.

– So schools can reliably assess whether applicants have the 
physical endurance and skills required to attend their 
school. 

• Secondary Purpose

– So members have a hierarchy/something to strive for in 
their physical fitness goals.

 

How Well does the DG System accomplish 
the purposes of hiker classification?

• Plus
– As written, accomplishes both primary and 

secondary purposes

– Performance-oriented

– Based on an objective and easily 
understood hierarchical  classification 
system (CMC hike classification)

– Trip leaders on C and D hikes will have 
received education in backcountry skills

– Some hike participants will have received 
education in backcountry skills

– Some hike participants will have received 
education in first aid skills

– Provides clear information on what is 
required to qualify for a school

– Provides school directors and easy way to 
filter applicants

– System is incorporated into the CMC trip 
activity web page

• Minus
– As implemented, does not allow reliable 

assessment of hiker endurance or skills 
(i.e., fails the primary purposes)

– Uneven requirement for education on 
backcountry skills (not required for all 
classifications)

– Requires education on skills in excess of 
what could be needed in an emergency

– High level of member dissatisfaction with 
current system

– Waiver process
• Principally for schools
• Trip Leaders do not know that a waiver was 

granted

– Requires significant staff and volunteer 
time to verify and assign classifications to 
members

– If currency checks are implemented, will 
require significant staff and volunteer time 
to ensure classifications are current

– Expensive to obtain a C and D hiker 
classification

 

Can the System be improved?

• Some suggestions:

– Implement a process to ensure hiker classifications 
are current, IAW the DG Hiker Classification System

– Reestablish the C-Long hiker classification

– Split D classification into technical and non-technical

– Keep the current system, but do not require 
participants to have a classification to go on a hike

– Eliminate hiker classification altogether

– Others

 

Stakeholders

• Denver Group Trip Leaders

• Denver Group School Directors

• Safety and Leadership

• Hiker Classification Committee

• Denver Group Members 
(represented by DGC)

 



Exhibit B – Social Media Proposal 

Colorado Mountain Club – Denver Group Social Media Proposal 

Objective: to increase awareness of and drive engagement with the Colorado Mountain Club’s Denver 

group through social media platforms including Facebook and Twitter. Through posting original content, 

repurposing CMC content and encouraging member content, CMC – Denver will use social media to 

create an online community with a single voice.  

FACEBOOK 

Create a Facebook ‘Company Page’ rather than a Facebook Group; Company Page gives CMC – Denver a 

single, authoritative voice.  

Content: upcoming schools; upcoming events (CMC and Denver group specific); sharing photos from 

recent trips, schools, events; encouraging updates from members; reposting member posted photos; 

answer questions about events (as possible). 

TWITTER 

Rename Twitter handle to mirror Facebook page name for consistency and brand recognition. 

Content: same as Facebook; sharing articles, blog posts and tweets relevant to CMC – Denver’s mission 

of backcountry education, safety and appreciation; participate in Twitter Chats (example: #hikerchat) to 

help build brand equity. 

Additional recommendations:  

 Encourage trip leaders, instructors and participants to embrace social media – post photos from 

trips, encourage students to post photos from classes, etc 

 Secure URL for CMC – Denver website that aligns with Facebook name and Twitter handle (ie: 

cmcdenver.org / Colorado Mountain Club – Denver Group / @CMCDenver); current 

hikingdenver.net can be redirected to new URL 

 Consider adding a blog; content could be more in-depth posts about schools, trip reports, 

photos, interesting tips or relevant industry topics 

Consider adding Instagram; content could be photos from CMC – Denver (photos submitted 

from trips, shared by CMC – Denver) and ‘reposts’ from users who tag a photo with CMC – 

Denver. 


